
Welcome Back!



Going Digital 
Transforming Teaching and Learning with 

Schoolnet

Wiki:  https://tinyurl.com/IdahoCCSS

https://tinyurl.com/IdahoCCSS


Day Three

Learning Targets

 I CAN describe how the integration of digital media aligns with 

Idaho Core Standards.

 I CAN incorporate principles of Universal Design for Learning 

into lesson development. 

 I CAN describe the components of a digital lesson and how it 

impacts teaching and learning.

 I CAN navigate Schoolnet to identify and utilize digital media.

 I CAN effectively use digital media with high-yield instructional 

strategies in a one, few or many computer environment.



Essential Questions

What is text?

How can we scaffold kids into 

complex text?



Immersion Activity #1

Learning Targets

I CAN incorporate digital media flexibly and 

strategically to support Idaho Core 

expectations.

I CAN define and refine my definition of text.



What is Text?

https://tinyurl.com/idahowhatistext

https://tinyurl.com/idahowhatistext
https://tinyurl.com/idahowhatistext


www.edmodo.com

GROUP #

hdu6qd



The Task:

• Access the digital 

assignment in groups of 

two.

• Work through each step 

of the assignment, 

answering the discussion 

questions in our Edmodo

group.

• Revisit the Essential 

Questions and prepare 

to share thoughts.



Essential Questions

What is text?



Essential Questions

How can we scaffold 

kids into complex 

text?



How can we scaffold students 

into complex text? 

--Activate and develop background knowledge

--Use different types of text to engage all 

types of learners

--Provide an entry point of success for 

every learner

--Provide multiple opportunities for 

practice and mastery



BREAK



Does the amount of available 

technology define effective 

instruction? 





Think Like a Student:  Stations 

Based Teaching and Learning



Essential Questions

• How do we prepare for disasters?

• What are some emotional, physical, mental, 
and financial effects of disasters?

• What roles do human strength and resilience 
play in recovering from disasters?



Immersion Activity #2

Learning Targets

I CAN collect and synthesize information from 

multiple sources to address important questions 

about disasters.

I CAN create a digital assignment that includes 

different types of media and uses information from 

multiple sources to cite evidence.

I CAN work collaboratively with my peers in small 

groups.



Engage:  Whole Group



• What do you think 
is happening in this 
image?

• How do you think 
the people in the 
image were 
feeling?

Add image of disaster.



Disasters:  An Acrostic

• D

• I

• S

• A

• S

• T

• E

• R



Natural Disasters



Follow Up Questions

• What were the observable consequences 

of the natural disasters you saw in the 

video?

• How do natural disasters affect human 

survivors?





Recovering from DisasterExperiencing a Disaster

• anxiety • anger



According to the American 

Psychological Association, 

“Resilience, which is the process of 

adapting positively when confronted 

with adversity, is an ordinary, not 

extraordinary, human quality.”

RESILIENCE



Culminating Task Question:

How might understanding what 

is necessary to prepare for and 

recover from a disaster enable 

one to find personal strength? 



Write the Essential Questions here!

What roles do human strength and resilience play in recovering from disasters?



Essential Questions

• How do we prepare for disasters?

• What are some emotional, physical, mental, 
and financial effects of disasters?

• What role do human strength and resilience 
play in recovering from disasters?



Learning Center Norms
Complete two centers.

Collaborate with your group according to our 

group norms .

Collect evidence.

Leave each center as you find it.

Explore additional centers if you complete the 

required three (without completing them).

Learning Center Guidelines



the Centers



Requirements

Rubric

Culminating Task

Product



The Importance of Storyboarding

• Brainstorming

• Drafting



Let’s Reflect

During the center 

exploration, what did you 

notice?

• Engagement

• Level of Task

• Role of the Teacher

• Planning and 

Preparation

• Formative Assessment



• Formative assessment is a deliberate 

process used by teachers and students 

during instruction that provides 

actionable feedback that is used to adjust 

ongoing teaching and learning strategies 

to improve students’ self-assessment, 

reflection and attainment of curricular 

learning targets/goals.

Formative Assessment Process Defined



Four Attributes

35

The formative assessment process attributes are:

Clarify 
Intended
Learning

Elicit 
Evidence

Act on
Evidence

Interpret 
Evidence



What are the advantages of 

employing stations-based 

learning in the classroom?



• Interactive and engaging

• Establishes cooperation and team work

• Expands and explores the content and 

standards to be learned with different 

teaching techniques and strategies

• Gives the teacher the opportunity to do 

different types of assessments

Advantages of Using Stations



What are some of the 

challenges to stations-based 

learning?

How can we address and 

resolve some of those 

challenges?



Helpful Hints
• Include instructions and signs for centers that 

define the activities

• Number each center

• Provide tangible sheet for data collection at each 
center

• Print extra copies of centers materials and student 
sheets

• Use plastic covers for documents

• Think about time limits vs. open centers

• Visit one center per day vs. all centers in one day

• Rotate center materials vs. students rotating



Options for Classroom Configurations



Options for Classroom Configurations



Options for Classroom Configurations



Planning

For 

Centers 



Logging into Schoolnet



Lunch



Why Media?

What are the advantages of using 

media in the stations/centers?





Why Media?

Did this paper slide video make you 

think of any additional advantages 

of using media?



Logging into Schoolnet



Searching on Schoolnet



Searching on Schoolnet



Finding DE Resources



Save Resources in My Materials



Integration Strategy:  Silent Video

Add a video



How does this integration 

strategy support UDL?



3 Primary Principles Guide UDL





Schoolnet Training Materials







Searching Directly Through DE

idahodemo.schoolnet.com
idahodemo.schoolnet.com


Integration Strategy:  Pause/Prompt
Step 1:  Set a Purpose

Today’s Purpose:

• Identify and define 

any unfamiliar or 

interesting 

vocabulary words 

used throughout the 

video segment.

Add a video



Integration Strategy:  Pause/Prompt
Step 2:  Watch the Video



Integration Strategy:  Pause/Prompt
Step 3:  Collaborate

Next Step:

• Turn and talk to your 

neighbor—compare 

the terms you 

recorded.  Are they 

the same or 

different?



Integration Strategy:  Pause/Prompt
Step 4:  Complete the Video



Integration Strategy:  Utilizing the 
Transcript

How can we use the 

video segment to help 

us define the words 

we have identified as 

interesting or 

unfamiliar?



How does this integration 

strategy support UDL?



3 Primary Principles Guide UDL



Integration Strategy:  Multiple Perspectives



Integration Strategy:  Acting Out Song



Integration Strategy: Summarizing  



Integration Strategy:  Using Wordle



Integration Strategy:  Using Sound to 

Prompt Effective Writing



How do these integration 

strategies support UDL?



3 Primary Principles Guide UDL



Get Your Hands Dirty!

Find two assets to 
share with your 
colleagues and add them
to My Materials in 
Schoolnet.  Be ready 
to share how each asset 
can be utilized with a high yield instructional 
strategy to enhance instruction.



Logging into Schoolnet







BREAK



http://www.sde.idaho.gov/site/isee/ipd.htm
http://www.sde.idaho.gov/site/isee/ipd.htm


Are We On Track? 

• District Grant Goals

• SWOT

• Three-Year Professional 

Development Plan





Through House Bill 65, an estimated $5.4 

million in state funding was shifted to be 

distributed directly to local school districts and 

public charter schools to be used specifically for 

professional development activities related to 

the implementation of Idaho Core Standards, 

the transition to the new assessment, the 

integration of digital content in the classroom, 

which all are supported using data driven 

instructional practices. This funding will be 

distributed to school districts in two 

disbursements.



First Disbursement 

This disbursement is a $15,000 base allocation 

was distributed to each district and charter 

school in June 2013. The purpose is utilize the 

funds to train and build up a core educational 

leadership team in the district in developing a 

three‐year Professional Development Plan 

predicated on the implementation of the key 

state initiatives to instructional staff. 



The plan, at a minimum, must include the 

following:

• Development and rollout of PD to instructional 

staff the implementation of Idaho Core 

Standards, the transition to the new 

assessment, the integration of digital content in 

the classroom, which all are supported using 

data driven instructional practices

• Roles and Responsibilities of key district 

personnel

• Scope and Sequence/Timeline of key events

• A clear and concise budget



Second Disbursement

Once the three‐year Professional Development 

Plan is submitted to and accepted by the State 

Department of Education, your school district or 

charter school will then receive the second 

disbursement of funds, which will be allocated in 

Fiscal Year 2014. This second disbursement will 

be based on a calculation of Instructional Staff

FTE. The current budgeted amount for this 

secondary allocation is $150 per Instructional 

FTE. 



The purpose of the secondary allocation is to 

provide the necessary funds to implement the 

PD plan, and sustain the efforts for teacher 

development. There is no due date for the PD 

plan, and it can be submitted anytime in Fiscal 

Year 14.





What essential elements are already in place?

• What is working? 

• Where will you begin?

• Who might be good models, coaches, or advisors?

What do you need to stop? What do you need to change?

• What practices or people are preventing you from making progress?

• How will you help teachers abandon ineffective practices?

What are your essential steps in moving forward?

• What do you want instruction to look like?

• What does real student engagement look like?

• What does meaningful digital media integration look like?

• What role do you want students to play in their learning?

What questions do you have? What help do you need?

• What gaps do you need filled? 

• Who can you ask for help?

• What resources do you need?

Building Your PD Action Plan





Day Three

Learning Targets

 I CAN describe how the integration of digital media aligns with 

Idaho Core Standards.

 I CAN incorporate principles of Universal Design for Learning 

into lesson development. 

 I CAN describe the components of a digital lesson and how it 

impacts teaching and learning.

 I CAN navigate Schoolnet IIS to identify and utilize digital media.

 I CAN effectively use digital media with high-yield instructional 

strategies in a one, few or many computer environment.


